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Abstract: Currently, McDonald (1995) concluded that the second-best optimum toll on the
tollway equals the frst-best congestion pricing plus an adjustnent term. However, McDonald,
like most researchers, adopted the assumption of homogeneity of demand characteristics to
simplifu their models. In our study, we assume the demand is heterogeneous. Because the
demand of users is not homogeneous in realiry the characteristics of heterogeneous users
should influence the results of congestion pricing policy making. This papeidevelops the
congestion-pricing model of two routes running parallel, one highway and one locai road
with n types of elastic-demands. This paper conducts the closed form for first-best and
second-best tolls in the case of heterogeneous tavel demand. We apply comparative-static
analysis for these tolls to understand the impacts of parameter changes on these tolls. A
numerical simulation is presented at the end to illustate our tleoretical analysis.
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l.INTRODUCTION

After Pigou opened the "doo/'of congestion road pricing in 1920, this concept in economics
plays as an important method on travel demand management. Accompanied by the growth of
economic activities and rise in household income, the demand for travel has been rapidly
increased, especially the usage of private transportation modes. With the limitation of
transportation supply, most of metropolitans face tenible raffic congestion problem. With
improvement in electonic technologies, the road congestion pricing seJms to bi feasible now.
However, from the failure experience of Hong Kong's electronic ioad pricing, the center of
discussions on urban road congestion has been shifting from technologicafconsiderations
toward political acceptability, the methods of introducing road pricing schemes and various
alternatives to road pricing in traffic demand regulations.

As far as the researcher understands, solving road congestion problem in reality is a
complicated dynamic process. There always is a dilemmi faced by the analyst to 

"hoopbetween a dynamic model and a simple static model. In general, tUL aynamii model could
generate tle result that is closer to the real word situation. But the analytical solutions are
often diffrcult to obtain (such as Newell (1988). The static model is a simpler representation
of reality but it would provide analytical solutions and derivation of generai economics
principles to the problem studied (such as Verhoef, 1999). This research concentrates on the
static model approach for revealing more economic insights for the congestion toll policies.

On the other hand, the theory of road pricing has been switched its focus from first-best
pricing (marginal cost pricing) to second best pricing and extended its analytical abilities to
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much realistic situations. The first model that intoduced second-best toll is developed by

Levy-Lambert (1968) and Marchand (1968), and followed by more discussions from Crew

and'Igeindorefer (1986) and Shermand (1989). For a typical second-best model is a simple

urban highway system consisting of just two congestion routes, onlyone route is charged by

congestiin optimal toll. The bisic theoretical result is the second-best toll on the.tollway

snoitd be leis than the first-best toll if two routes axe substitutive, and the second-best toll

should be higher than first-best toll if two routes are complements. McDonald (1995) utilized

this approaci'and concluded that the second-best optimum toll equals the marginal congestion

cost on the tollway plus an adjustment term. The sigrr of this adjustment term depends on the

sigr of cross-partiafeffect of two routes. If two routes are complements, the adjustment term

is-positive. Iftwo routes are substitutive, the adjusnnent term is negative. Latter, in his 1999

paper, McDonald focused on the substitution case and presented the second-best toll in a

modified format. However, McDonald, like most researchers, adopted the assumption of

homogeneity of demand characteristics to simpliff their models'

Even the heterogeneous users sometimes are indistinguishable by observation and the

congestion charges always be anonymous, the heterogeneity of demand will still have a

proiound impact on the results of congestion pricing policy. For example, there are two

group. of usirs A and B using a single road. Suppose that cunent travel time on the road

iqu.ir to total number of car on the road (travel time is a function of travel flow of group A

and B, that us assume the travel time is equal to the sum of both flows). For example, there

are l0 cars from group A and l0 cars from group B on the road now. Suppose the value of
time for group A ii $0. t aottar per minute and for group B is $0.2 dollar. The total cost for this

system iJ tOiZo*O.t*I0*20*0 2=$60. Consider that next entry to the road is from group A,

then the total cost become ll*21*0.1+10*21*0.2=s65.1. consider that next entry is from

group B, then the total costs become 10*21 * 0.1+ll*21 * 0.2= $67.2. Therefore, we know

ihe marginal cost caused by additional entry depends on groups ofusers. As Daganzo (1995)

mentioned that the travel is not equally important to everyone, either the value of time.

Therefore, the assumption of homogeneity of travelers is not proper. Verhoef et. al. (1995)

analrTzedihe general Lnvironment optimal common fees (referred as second-best toll in their

definition) foi different groups of users under two situations. ln first situation, they calcllate

the environmental toll for an uncongested network and the interdependency among different

groups dre zero. They also assume that the average private cost is constant. In second situation,

i=hey-considered the demand interdependencies but focused on tolled and non-tolled groups.

Their approaches are not the same as we will discuss in this paper. This paper concentrates on

road congestion pricing, road charges for environmental extemality are not explicitly

considered.

This paper presents a theoretical extension thg above model for the case of heterogeneous

traveidemand in general cases. This article considers a congestion-pricing model with n tlpes

of elastic-demands on a highway system and an altemative local road under different pricing

policies. We will discuss the model in section 2. Section 3 will derive the analyical results of
ioll and in Section 4 some special cases will be presented. Discussions and conclusions

present in last section, Section 5.

2. BASIC OF MODEL STRUCTTJRE

In beginning of this section we will give an informal description of the structure of the models,

and the baslc assumptions. These issumptions for this research are to keep the analytical
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process neat and results would have sigrificant insights. Later, it will be, word by word,
translated into a set of equations defining the models under different toll policies.

The network structure

Since our model will be static, we utilize a simple but good enough model to conduct an
economic analysis of travelers'-route choice behavior. tUir nrt*or[- stmcture approach has
been used by other researchas, e.g. Amott et. al. (1990) and McDonald et. al. (1995, 1999).
ln the network, there is only a single origin-destination pair connected by two roads: local
road and highway. There is no other choice for havelers, in other words, local road and
higbway are substitution in nature. The scope of this research is to focus on short run,
therefore, the capacities of tlese two roads are assumed fixed.

Govemment policies

The toll policies for govemment are: first-best scheme and second-best scheme. For the
first-best scheme, government will be able to charge toll on these two roads. For the
second-best scheme, govemment will only set toll charge devices on highway.

Characteristics of road users

This model considers n types of rational users, and users can only choose which road to use.
We also assume that all trips in the system are made by automobile. That means that there is
no decision on mode selection. We assume that utility is quasi-linear for every user, such that
the income effect caused by the toll could be ignored. On the other hand, the marginal utility
function of the user is also regarded as demand function for the trip.

Based on ttrese assumptions, more detailed descriptions on the key parts of this model:
demand function, cost function, and welfare frrnction will be given hereafter.

2.2 Demand Function

Suppose that there are n tJpes of travelers in this network. The trip demand functions for n
types of users are known as:

v,= Q,-b,1,i=1,2,..,n------ -___(l)

v, , tlavel flow, is the number of trip made by type i user, f is the price that type i user faced,

Q is the total potential trips of 6pe i users, that is the total number of travel flow when price
is zero. d is the slope of demand function for tlpe i user. The inverse demand function for
type i users is:

---------(2)

wherel, =,/U,,f ,= /U ,i=1,2,...,n.From equation 2, we know that{ is a function of v,
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only, other user groups will not have impacts on single group's price, that tt I = -| -aAv, bi

aP.
?=0, for i*7. However, the interactive impacts will affect on the process of analysis
@i

when these groups using the same route. At this moment, we can calculate the gross benefit

seperately. ffue gross benefit functions (gross consumer surplus) are the integration of inverse

demand function from zero to exact trip flow, that is

the gross benefit for type i user = B, ="'!\(v,)dv,, i=|,2,...,n.

The total gross benefit (gross consumer surplus) 
jo. 

uff ,n" travelers on this s)'stem is the sum

ofabove equations:

Total benefit gB)=iB, =f"'!1{ilau, --
i.l i=l o

-------(3)

2.3 Cost Function

The cost function for tlpe i usors on road,t is a fuirction of the sum of all tlrpes of users travcl

on that road.

cost function* Ac! = Ac!(vf ,v;,...,v!1,i=1,2, ...,aits.L, H-""----------"--(4)

Where vf , travel flow of type i users on road /c. L stands for local road and .FI stands for

highway. For the tlpe i users, their total costs for individual group are:

TC, = 1g71ul ,v!,...,v',)xv! + ac! (v( ,r{ ,...,r1)*vf ----------(6)

The total (havel) cost on this network system is:

rc =i{ec! Q! ,v!,...,v!)xv! + AC! (vf ,v! ,.-.,v! )rvf )-----------------O

2.4 Welfare Definition

The objective value, w, in equation (8) is the difference between gross taveler's surplus and

the totat cost ofneturork.

We assume individual group welfare is additive, then the total welfare is:

w = B -TC =ff".!n<u,1ou, -(Ac! xv! + AC! ,v! )l--"------(8)
,-l 0
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Figure l. Congestion pricing

3. THE TOLL POLICY MODELS AND TIIEORETICAL ANALYSES

In this section we design models for two different toll schemes: first-best (FB) toll scheme
andsecond-best (SB) scheme. For each model, '*e first present the mathematical forrrat of the
model, then the toll is presented after solving the model.

3.1 FirstBest Scheme

First scheme assumes thal government can impose the toll on every road as long as it has
tafftc congestion' This schcme allows govemment to charge the toli on highwayL weil as
Iocal road. The objective of this scheme is to find a set of triffic flc'ws that will maximize the
welfare function as we defined above. The set of optimal taffrc flows it ttre equititrium
solution of the following optimal model with constrain-ts:

Max ry = B - TC =fi !r,<u,l*, - (AC : x v! + AC ! x vf ;1 ---nn Scheme

St:

l ---r, scheme constrainrs

)
The constraints in this scheme are the flow conservation requirement of travel flows and the
nonnegative travel flows requirement.

The Lagrangian equation is as follow:

,=tf 1@)du, 
^Zn": 

*ri1-1feci' *,i)-T p,(v, -v! -v!1----(e)

v, =v! +v! ,i=12,...,n

v,20, v,'>0, v! >O
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The first order conditions is derived by differentiating with Z respect to ( v,, v! , vf , and

P,)

#=-nr,

#=-Aci -EW,v!)+pi=Q------------ -----------(n)

9L = p,(r,)- ttr =o -------- -----(12)
@,

9=r, -u! -ui = Q------------ ----(13)
dlt t

If {(v,)is concave firnction and the ACI is convex function, then any solution satisrying

the first order conditions is an optimal solution for this welfare maximization problem. For

most cases in economics, the demand function satisfies the concavity property. In the mean

time, most of the transportation cost functions is convex. Therefore, if there is a set of travel

florv that satisfies equations (10) to (13), then it will maximize the objective function. To

maximize the welfare, when the traffrc flows reach the equilibrium, govemment could charge

the groupj users the difference between willingrress to pay and the (average) travel cost. Take

goupj asl one example, the toll for group j on the highway is shown as follow:

tl = Pi@)- ACt'

From (ll) and (12), we have

''l =P,-AC,o

- AC,' .E # " 
v! 1 - .t c,' =*r# ",,I ) ----------------------(r4)

This first-best optimal toll for goup j is sum of a weight multiplies the viH in optimal

condition for all i groups. The weight is that differentiation of each group cost function with

respect to the travel flow of the j group users. In other words, the weight is the slope of the

average cost (AC) curve. Since the different groups of users may have different slope of the

average cost, the tolls should be different irmong different groups.

For the toll on local road, we follow the similar process and have the followings:
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In real world, ifthe vehicles (users) are easily to be distinguished and their interactiv6-effect
on costs are different, then govemment should charge each group of vehicles (users) different
tolls. This is the case for Singapore govemment road pricing policy. They charge automobile
and motorcycle users different tolls. However, in some case that vehicles (users) are not
distinguishable, the common fee approach derived by Vehief et. al. would be a solirtion to this
scheme.(Vehiel 1995).

3.2 Second-best Scheme ,

This scheme considers the situation that govemment set toll collection booths on highway
only. We also assume the objective of this scheme is to ma:<imize the welfare of whole
network as in the first-best scheme. The mathematical form of this scheme is that the first-best
scheme model plus n "exta" constaints ( P, = AC! ) . These constraints show the local road
users (for all types) only pay the average havel cost.

vl

Max r.v = B - TC = l[ Je,p ;av, - (Ac ! x v! + AC !, v," )] -------- sB Scheme
i-t,2 '0

st:

P, = ACI ,i=1,2,...,n )
I

v, =v! +v! ,i:1,2,...,n I --Sg Scheme Constrains
I

v, )0, v! >0, v! >o )

The Lagrangian shown as follow:

,=*r( p,(v,)dv, -AC,L xvl - AC,* ,u11-i1t,1p,(u,)- acill-f p,e, -v! -vf)

The first order conditions are derived by differentiating z with respect to ( v,, v! , v! , l,
nd F,) '

Forparticular goup j, we have

#=-n":-t#,"t.*

#=-ACf -*r#-v!1+p,=s
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oL =p.tu;-r 
oPt Qt) -rtt=o ---(19)Av.-'JvJ' '"i Av.-'I -'l

ft= 
r,{u,)- AC,'- o-------------

--------(21)

Since there is no charge for local road, the cl = 0 fot all j, and the toll for highway will be:

rl =PiQ)-ACl

From (18)

,! = r,u',^-lu t' * rtj - AC jHttov,

From (17)

A comparison of the Equati on (22) with (14) shows that the second-best toll is the first-best

toll on highway plus an extra term, which depends on tle slope of demand functions.

4. DISCUSSIONS ON SPECIAL CASES

4.1 Heterogeneous demand with the same cost-effect

For the case of cost functions with same cost-effect of flows, ,n^r. i, alci =un'! . *"avi - avf

same cost-effect means that other groups of user will have tle same effect on the cost of

goupj as the user in its own group. With this property, we rewrite Equation (14) as:

,i =itec! xY,H1=7!,

In this case, govemment should charge an identical toll to all the groups even their dernands

and cost functions are different.

For the toll on local road is easy to obtain by following the similar process.

,; =i{ec!' *y,')=rtrr---- ------*-(24)
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For the cdse of second-best toll with same cost-effect, we have the followings:
From (19) and (20)

r, e)- 
^,":lut) = tt1 and, P, (v,)= AC:

)vj

rherefore, AC: - ^,%# -- o,

From (17), we also have

tt t = AC i' .Zr# 
" 
vl +te, 

" #,
' r avj

then ).,y+) will be independent ofj. That means 2, 
1P'-(v') 

will be the same for all' fu, --r' ---------'- "r 
av j

j. ln that case, we conclude ,f = r!, for all i and we can rewrite it as

,!,=leci xv! +).,ry ------(26)

Notice these congestion tolls are not determined until these tafrc flows reach the equilibrium
situation. A simulation of specific case study will dernonstrate some insight information for
these impacts of toll policies. Following is the description of the case.

Assume there are only two different groups of uses, I and 2, with cost functions as BpR

@ureau of public Roads) function forms. For groups I and 2,the dernand functions are

v, =Qt-b,P,i=I,2

4 : Aggregated traffic volume of group i,

.Q: The trip price for group d,

Q,:Tbe poteirtial demand of group i,

We set Qr=6000 and Q =5000, for example. Q is also the total travel volume if the trip
price equals zero. We also assume that 4 =2 and br=!.
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The cost functions are in the BPR @ureau of Public Roads) form'

AC! = vott xtio1+ d, 11'l /, 1,' 1,i=1 . 2 ; i=7 .,

vol,=l and votr=3 are the values of time for group I and 2. ,f =30 and lor =60 are the

free flow time on highway and local road, respectively. kH =2500 and kL =2000 are the

capacities of highway and local road. aH = aL =0.15 and p' = B'4 are the default

setting parameters for BPR cost functions. Tablel shows the simulation results'

Table l. Simulation Results for Same Cost-effect Case

"f ;: vl ACi Ac{ AC: AC{
3619 153.46 153.46 460.39 460.39

4262 1247 o 3677 245.ss 97.73 736-65293.1

irst-Best 3550 1437 O 3026 149.31 75'72 447 92227 '15

P, P2 tL. t'
Toll 153.46 460.39 0.00 0.00

-Best 245.55 441.01 0'00 147.82

First-Best 506.55 657.97 357.24 430.82

Table I shows the results of simulation for the case of same cost-effect case. Group I users

travel on both local road and highway with cost $153.46 at no toll scheme, Group 2,on the

other hand, have another cost $460.39 on both routes. The average costs for different groups

of users on local road are different because of their values of time. In Second-Best Schane,

since there is no toll on local road, the group I users their average cost equal to their price,

$245.55. Group 2 users on local road face a willingness-to-pay (price) $441.01 higher than

the cost to them, $736.65. Therefore, there is no group 2 flow on local road. Govemment will

charge a toll, $147.82, on the highway users regardless the travel type. For gfoup I users on

highway, their average cost, $97.73, plus this toll equals their willingrress-to-pay (price) and

also equals to the cost of using local road. For group 2 user on highway, their average cost

plus this toll equals their willingness-to-pay and smaller than the cost of using local road. In

the scheme of First-Best, government charge toll for using highway higher than that of local

road. The results also show that for particular path govemment should charge both groups of

users same toll which will make their "total cost" equals their willingness-to-pay.
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4.2 Heterogeneous demand with common cost functions

In this section, we simpli$ our model by assuming the cost functions for each group of users

are the same. In other words, AC! = ACt , i=1,2,...,n.,k=L,H. Therefore, we rewrite the toll

for First-best scheme will be:

From (14)

rl = Pi(v)- AC'

= ACH', (Ir,ol = ACH' ,v' = rFr-*-----*-(27)

From (15) tl = Pi(v)- AC'

= ACL' , ,I ,1, = acl' x vL = rtrs------------(28)

For Second-Best scheme:

From (25), we have

ll

)",p, (v,) = l,i e,)

, - 
ljPj (Yj)

4i - ------7-

n O/,)

i l, = .1", r,' {t, ;. f 6}-1

em *" ri"r" 
t=t \ (Y)

(L^,1 aCL' = ACL + ACL' - ACH - ACr

= MCL -MCH
$, _ MCL -MCH
*^'- tc'-
A,r,' {r;=-W- 4c'-

It-i-1'ec''
'=' 4 (v')
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4 = AC'',,tr," r.#O
- P' (u')

tl = AC'',"' *#h=,!, ---------'(2s)

- 1(v,)

Following is the result of the simulation for the case that we arralyze above' The difference is

the values of time for two group useni are equal, assuming it is l. Table 2 shows the results of

another simulation.

Table 2. Simulation Results for Common Cost Case

vi vl v! vi Aci Aci AC: ACi
r92.ll r92.llTott 2578 3038

Second-Best 3001 2531

First-Best 2692 2384

P, P2

Toll L92.ll l92.ll
-Best 233.56 233.56

First-Best 461.92 461.92

1337 3087

ll90 3ll0
766 2849

T' t'
00
o 6o.so

321.53 345.53

t92.lt l92.ll
233.56 146.66

140.38 I16.38

233.561
140.38 ll6.

Table 2 shows the results of simulation for the case of common cost case. In this case, Group

t md 2 have different price elasticity but same value of time. Group 1 same as Group 2 users

travel on both local road and highway with cost $l92.ll at no toll scheme' In Second-Best

Scheme, since there is no toll on local road, the group I and 2 both users have same average

cost, $245.55, which equals to their price. Government will charge a toll $86'90 on the

highway users regardless the travel t1pe. For group / and 2 users on highway, their average

cost plus this toll equals their willingress-to-pay (price) and also e'quals to the cost of using

local road. In the scheme of First-Best, govemment charge toll for using highway higher than

that of local road. The results also show that for partrcular path government should charge

both groups of users same toll which will make their "total cost" equals their

willingtess-to-pay.

4.3 Heterogeneous demand with linear cost functions

In this case, the cost functions will be even simplified to be a linear relationship with travel
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flow. Assume the ACL (vf ,u'r,...,r1) = a', (v! + v', +...+ v!)

And ACH (vf ,r{ ,...,r!)=dE x(vf +v{ +...+v!)

Therefore. *r6ru" 49t ' aACH
'ue'vrvrv' auT=a' 

and ff7=o'

In this case, the fust-best tolls will be
/ ,,

rl = ACt' (Zv!) = lC' xvl = aL xvt = ACL = r'rr--- ----(30)

,i = ,lC'1fv!)= AC'' *v' =q' xv' = ACH =!N-------------(31)

For Second-Best toll,

rl=sHxyil+ atlv' +l)-dE (vH +l)

o'rl1-r!-;.
P' (v')

(vr +l) -{O' *r)
,f = AC'+ ai =r{,----------(32)

It-----l
1Q,)

For that case of linear cost functions, tle first-best toll, Equation (31), is exactly the average

cost for using the road and is independence of the type of havel flow. The second-best toll

also is type independence and has the format of Equation (32). The second term of this toll is

an adjustnent of first-best toll. This term can decomposed into two parts: first part is the

marginal cost difference between local road and highway which tums out to be a nonnegative

term; the second part is the summation of the slops of inverse demand functions which tums

out to be negative value. Therefore, the adjustment term ofsecond-best toll is non-positive.

s. coNclusroNs

This study shows that an equilibrium flow pattem that satisfies all the optimal necessary

conditions can be obtained in both first-best and second-best pricing. For both ofthese pricing

schemes, we demonstrate the differences between price and cost as the road toll to maximize

the social welfare.

The results of this paper are clear. For heterogeneous elastic users, the toll is still the same to

all the users, both in first-best scheme and second-best scheme as long as the symmetric cost

effect holds. In the case of first-best scheme, the toll is the sum of differentiations of cost
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function of each group users multiple the travel-flows. That is, the first-best optimal toll turns

otit to be a weighted aYerage of the differentiated cosi function with the optimum group sizes'

the tlrst-best road pricing assumed a perfect charging system that would be difficult to

rmplement tt practically. This paper also develops another practical toll scheme, the

second-besr pricing. It turns out the second-best toll could be interpreted as the first-best toll

piris rul adlustment rerm (shadow pnce of travel flows multiples the slope of inverse demand

function). Liu and McDonald (1999) presented similar result in their paper in the case of

srngle group of users. our paper develops the general form of second-best toll.

This paper provides analyical results for evaluating the first-best toll and second-best toll for

a simple network. Future research could work on the simulation process with more accurate

cost and demand functions. Our simulation results conform with previous research results: the

welfare of first-best is higher than that of second-best one, and the total travel flow of

fint-best, on the other hand, is smaller than that of second-best one'
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